Winnebago has made adding solar to your new RV as easy as possible by pre-wiring solar ports during the manufacturing process on some units. This means the hardest part of adding solar is deciding what size or system works best for you.

Solar allows you to rid yourself of noisy generators, while also allowing you to cut the cord and camp free of electrical connections. By recharging the batteries of your RV, solar not only allows you to go further and longer on your off-grid and boondocking adventures, it also protects and extends the life of your battery up to 300%, saving you time and money on costly replacements.

An RV that is Solar Ready has a solar port; either a small port found on the side of your RV (for a portable solar panel), or a 3-port cap on the roof (for hard mounted panels). These ports allow you to quickly and easily connect solar power to your RV. Because the solar port is already wired, there is no need to spend time running wires. Simply plug in your selected panel(s), or portable charging system, and you’re ready to go. (some systems may require a charge controller)

If your new RV has a 3-port roof cap we can install panels during the GNR! Call 641-585-6294 to claim your spot

Installation slots are limited - first come first served

3-Port Cap
For RVs pre-wired for roof mounted systems, just mount the panel on the roof and plug into the port. Add the charge controller to the main cabin and you are ready to go. (80-Watt Long, 100-Watt, 160-Watt)

* If you do not have a solar ready RV and still want solar please call Winnebago customer service to schedule a time in the shop to get it wired.